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Action Plan  Progress
Actions as indicated in 

the partner AP

Corresponding activities 

executed in the last 3 months

By whom Deliverables Estimated % 

of progress 

advancement

Modified buses 

to carry 

surfboards

Closing the bidding process and 

analysis and evaluation of the 

technical proposals received

TITSA
Selection and signing of the 

contract with the winning 

company
100%

Preparation of the technical 

report of the offers received

TITSA
Selection and signing of the 

contract with the winning 

company
100%

Tourist Passport

Design of a trail plan for 

its inclusion into titsa’s 

app and website

TITSA/GUIAN

ATURA

Selection of trails that 

connect with titsa routes 

and design of the 

interactive map as well as 

all the relevant information 

about it to be included in 

the TITSA web application.
75%
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Meetings and other relatable events 

held in the period

ST meeting/ other 

event during the 

quarter

Date Place
N° of 

participants
Content

Follow-up meeting 

(trails) 13/05/2022 TITSA’s office 5

Meeting with the winner of the minor contract for the design of the trails and all the 

information to be included in the titsa web application to view the progress of the 

development project and estimate a completion date for the work

Follow-up meeting 

(trails) 08/06/2022 TITSA’s office 5

Meeting to assess the estimated delay of the company contracted to prepare trail maps and 

find possible solutions with the idea of having everything ready to start using it on the 

web on August 1.

Follow-up meeting 

(trails) 30/06/2022 TITSA’s office 5

Given the delay accumulated by the contracted company, this meeting is held to set a new 

possible implementation date for the information and maps of the trails on the web and the 

app.

Follow-up meeting 

(trails)
28/07/2022 TITSA’s office 5

New meeting with the documentation received and prepared by the external company to 

check the quality of the work and agree on the hiring of other companies for the graphic

design of the maps to be inserted on the web and app. Meanwhile, it is agreed to prepare an

informative tab on the TITSA website that will serve as information for what will be 

introduced soon.



Trails with TITSA

Posible options for the tourist passport





Development in 3 main areas

Selecting the área, you can find
more info about the trails



Selecting the area, you can find
more info about the trails



Identified trails and routes



Now in our web



Trails with TITSA

Modified Buses



The Bus modified to carry sufboards

TITSA has acquired new modified buses to take
surfboards to coastal areas where there are also
nearby trails, trying to encourage the use of 
public transport. 



The objective:

AVOID THIS!
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